
And then
he took
my hand,

showed me
how to make
things right.

For him.
But what
about me?

Put it right there.

Yes, just like that.
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,-
iris Get Screwed

Not that kind of screwed,
what I mean is,
they're always

on the short
end of
things.

The way things work, how
guys feel great, but

make girls feel
cheap for doing

exactly what
they beg

for.

The way they get to play
you, all the while

claiming they
love you and
making you
believe it's

true.
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The way it's okay to gift
their heart one day, a
backhand the next, to
move on to the apricot

when the peach
blushes and

bruises.

These things make me believe
God's a man, after all.
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Considered That

As I considered my suitcase,
sitting empty and closed on the floor.

Empty and closed like Dad, not quite
hopeless, but not ready to be filled.

Empty and closed like Mom, writing a novel
to create the excitement lacking in her own little life.

Empty and closed like my sister, genetically
locked in a maelstrom of meaningless apologies.

Empty and closed like Lince, hovering in some
frozen netherworld neither sun nor rain could thaw.

Much too much to think about, I unzipped
my American Tourister and started to pack.
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All the way home red and raw, like
my eyes, drained of tears, denied

sleep's healing, staring at the
glare of midday sun in

vibrant blue sky at
20,000 feet.

Red and raw like my belly, not even
McDonald's to soothe its empty

demand ('cause Dad, of course,
cranked it up when he got

home-so much for
dinner out).
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Red and raw like my brain, unable
to shut down, thoughts crashing

like electrons orbiting a nucleus
of dueling emotions. Wanting

to stay high. Knowing I
should want to come

down and stay
that way.

the Next Day

Red and raw like my heart, pried
from Adam's, the two beating, no

longer together, but a thousand
miles between them when

only yesterday they
thumped in

unison.

Throbbed



And, knowing all these things,
perhaps more intimately
than I ought
to, what did
that make me?
I thought about praying too.
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hanged

my
mind.

No
doubt
the

good
If You do still care, Lord, please keep me safe.

had
weightier
things

to
worry
about
than
the

half-
hearted
apology

of
a

crashing
crankster.
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